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Abstract

Although collective action has psychological benefits in non-gendered contexts (e.g., Drury et al., 2005), the benefits for women taking action against gender discrimination are unclear. This study examined how a popular, yet unexplored potential form of collective action, namely tweeting about sexism, affects women’s well-being. Women read about sexism and were randomly assigned to tweet, or to one of three control groups. Content analyses showed tweets exhibited collective intent and action. Analyses of linguistic markers suggested public tweeters used more cognitive complexity in their language than private tweeters. Profile analyses showed that compared to controls, only public tweeters showed decreasing negative affect and increasing psychological well-being, suggesting tweeting about sexism may serve as a collective action that can enhance women’s well-being.
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Introduction

Research shows that even controlling for demographic factors, experiences of sexism are associated with reduced mental (e.g., depression, lower self-esteem and well-being) and physical health (e.g., pain, addiction, stress-reactive hormones) (see Pascoe & Smart Richman, 2009; Schmitt, Branscombe, Postmes & Garcia, 2014 for reviews). Identifying interventions that attenuate these risks is therefore important. The Elaborated Social Identity Model (ESIM; Drury & Reicher, 1999) provides a theoretical framework for suggesting that collective action against injustice may be such an intervention, capable of enhancing components of well-being, such as efficacy (Bandura, 1982), empowerment (Bennett Cattaneo & Chapman, 2010; Ryff, 1989), mood and life satisfaction (Diener, 1984), as well as psychological and physical symptomatology (Sherbourne, Aleen, Kamberg & Wells, 1992). The ESIM argues that by acting in solidarity with other group members, individuals view their actions as effective and therefore feel empowered. Consistent with this, research in non-gendered contexts (taxes, roads, HIV, homophobia) shows that collective action is positively predicts efficacy (Cocking & Drury, 2004), empowerment (Drury, Cocking, Beale, Hanson & Rapley, 2005), life satisfaction (Bachmann & Simon, 2014) and physical/psychological well-being (Molero, Fuster, Jetten & Moriano, 2011). Experimental work also shows that signing a petition or email protest increases group efficacy (Van Zomeren, Drury & Van der Staaij, 2012) and positive affect (Becker, Tausch & Wagner, 2011). Thus, collective action against injustice appears to benefit well-being.
Research conducted within gendered contexts, however, is less clear. Some actions hinder well-being; reporting more incidents of sexual harassment is related to increased distress (Bergman, Lanhout, Palmieri, Cortina & Fitzgerald, 2002) and health-related problems (Hesson-McInnis & Fitzgerald, 1999). Endorsing actions against a sexist experimenter predicts negative mood (Foster, 2009). Indeed, this may not be surprising given women who confront sexism are disliked and viewed as complainers, even by other women (Czopp & Monteith, 2003; Garcia, Hortsman Reser, Amo, & Redersdorff & Branscombe, 2005; Kaiser & Miller, 2004; Shelton & Stewart, 2004).

Yet, there is also research suggesting that the benefits of collective action against gender discrimination may depend on the particular action. For example, confronting a perpetrator in anger increases well-being over time, whereas educational and indirect confrontations decrease well-being (Foster, 2013). Using email to inform others (Gervais, Hillard & Vescio, 2010; Foster, 2014) of sexism also increases well-being, but may only do so if the discrimination is perceived as pervasive (Foster, 2014). Given gender discrimination can have both positive and negative well-being consequences, identifying which actions will be beneficial for women is of considerable importance.

The most beneficial actions may be those considered by the actor to be active, public and collective; across a variety of actions (informing the media, threatening legal action, meeting with the discriminator), how women define these actions moderates the relationship between participation and well-being (Foster, 2014). Among women who define actions as passive, private and individual, greater endorsement predicts lower well-being. Yet, among women who define the actions as active, public and collective,
greater endorsement predicts greater well-being. Indeed, across both gendered and non-gendered contexts, the beneficial actions appear to be those that are active (e.g., direct confrontations; Foster, 2013), public (e.g., informing others; Becker et al., 2011) and collective (e.g., government protests; Cocking & Drury, 2004). Thus, it is important to identify the actions that epitomize those characteristics to assess their benefits for women’s well-being.

One such action may be tweeting about sexism. Twitter, among the most used micro-blogging sites (“The top 500 sites”, 2014), warrants investigation for at least two practical reasons. First, among Twitter users, 74% are younger than 25 (“An exhaustive study”, 2012), and women use Twitter more than men, both in North America (“An exhaustive study”, 2012), and during the Egyptian protests (Tufekci & Wilson, 2012). Because young women are the predominant users of Twitter, identifying effective tweeting methods may be valuable for enhancing thriving, both socially and psychologically. Moreover, Twitter’s practical use has been demonstrated during the revolutionary social movements in the Middle East. For example, analyses of tweets about the 2011 Egyptian government protests showed active tweeting and re-tweeting between bloggers, activists and journalists about the collective purpose played a significant role in informing the world (Lotan, Graeff, Ananny, Gaffney, Pearce & Boyd, 2011). Not only was the general public using Twitter, but governments have viewed it as such a powerful tool that they either encouraged or threatened its usage. For instance, the U.S. government believed Twitter to be so important during the 2009 Iranian election protests, it requested a rescheduled maintenance shut-down so the information flow could continue (Pleming, 2009), and, in 2014, the Turkish Prime
Minister vowed to ban Twitter because its ability to mobilize information threatened to de-stabilize his government (Letsch, 2014). Thus, use of Twitter to mobilize information about social injustice has practical value.

Further, using Twitter to mobilize information is consistent with theoretical definitions of collective action. Collective action has been defined as any action that serves to benefit group status, whether it is taken with a group or individually (Wright, 2009). Individual behaviours are considered collective if they are collectively intended, i.e. if thoughts/actions are guided by group rather than personal interests (Louis, 2009; Van Zomeren & Iyer, 2009). A form of collective action that meets these criteria is “consensus mobilization” (Klandermans, 1984) or “persuasive action” (Brunsting & Postmes, 2002; Postmes & Brunsting, 2002). Consensus mobilization occurs when "a social movement tries to obtain support for its point of view. It is directed towards influencing knowledge, beliefs and attitudes" (Klandermans, 1984; p. 107). When individuals attempt to inform others that “a certain state of affairs is unacceptable and can be changed” (Klandermans, 1987, p. 519), they are participating in consensus mobilization. Some pre-social media forms of this have included letter writing (Foster & Matheson, 1995; Klandermans, 1997); signing a petition (Louis, 2009; Kelly & Breinlinger, 1995) or emailing others (Becker, et al., 2011; Foster, 2014). In the digital age, Twitter use may be a technological variation of consensus mobilization. In turn, if Twitter use serves as a form of collective action, then consistent with the ESIM (e.g., Drury et al., 2005), it may also serve to increase well-being.

The current study therefore examined how Twitter use may benefit women’s well-being after tweeting about sexism. Given the relationship between confronting sexism
and well-being varies longitudinally (Foster, 2013), it was expected that any effects
would be apparent over time. This is also consistent with the process approach to
stress and coping (Lazarus, 1993; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984), suggesting responses to
stressors (i.e., discrimination; Kaiser & Miller, 2004) change during the coping process
and therefore best captured over time. Participants were therefore randomly assigned to
either tweet about sexism, or to a control condition, and then completed well-being
measures, three days in a row. Consistent with work showing the benefits of informing
others (Becker et al., 2011; Foster, 2014), it was expected that women tweeting about
sexism would show greater increases in well-being over the three days than those in the
control groups.

Methods

Participants

Undergraduate women \((N = 93, M_{\text{age}} = 20.56, SD = 3.05)\) responded to posters
placed at a university in Ontario, Canada: “Twitter users wanted for a research study on
how Twitter affects our thoughts and feelings about information we receive. If interested,
follow us at …”. Snowball recruiting was also used whereby participants who had
completed the study could re-tweet the above statement. 55.9% of participants came
from the local university, 36.6% came from other universities, and 7.5% were unknown.
Self-reported majors were 29.9% Arts (e.g., English, Communications), 22.7% Science
(e.g., Biology, Health Science), 20.6% Psychology, 13.4% Business and 13.4%
unknown. Self-reported ethnicity was 48.5% White/European, 15.5% South Asian (e.g.
East Indian, Pakistani), 17.5% Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Korean), 5.1% Southeast
Asian (e.g. Cambodia, Philippines), 3.1% West Indian, 3.1% Multi-racial, 2.1% Latin
American, Black and Arabic, .9% unknown. Participants chose either course credit or a $12 Starbucks e-card as incentive.

**Procedure**

Once participants “followed” the study’s twitter account, the research assistant followed participants so that private instructions could be sent using direct messaging. After consenting, participants indicated a preferred participation time so that delays between each step of the procedure (presentation of sexism, tweeting, outcome measures) could be prevented.

On the first of the three days, participants completed demographics and pre-measures and were then sent a link via direct messaging that contained articles portraying sexism in the media. In particular, they read how sexual innuendo was made about Condoleezza Rice’s clothing (“Condi Rice, Dominatrix, 2005); how female justices are preferred if they are thin (Campos, 2009); and how the media reinforce stereotypes of power women, entitled, “The ‘Bitch’ and the ‘Ditz’”, referring to Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin (Fortini, 2008).

On day two, sexism in politics was portrayed with three articles: one described how a female politician was called a whore for switching political parties (“Sexism cited”, 2005), another quoted a male politician sexualizing a female politician at a professional meeting (“Finance minister”, 2007 ), and one documented a politician’s blog to girls graduating from seventh grade, “Men are attracted to smiles…if you want equal, it comes in little packages at Starbucks (“Men attracted to smiles, 2009).

On day three, sexism at university was portrayed with three instances of sexism that occurred on a local university campus: a university-approved poster using sex to
advertise a rental apartment; an undergraduate academic calendar that featured only male professors and students on the front and back covers, and a university newspaper article entitled, “A gentleman’s guide to getting laid at WLU” (Weinberg, 2005) which described how, at each year of their university career, young men could use a different technique to seduce the university’s “promiscuous” young women.

After completing each day’s articles, participants were sent instructions that varied depending on the randomly assigned condition; instructions appear in quotes and participants were told nothing beyond those instructions. Those in the experimental (tweet) condition (n = 23) were instructed to “Please tweet about the information you received now”. Three control groups were also included. First, to rule out the potential effects due to expressive writing (Pennebaker & Chung, 2007), some participants (n = 28) were assigned to tweet privately. Their instructions were to “Please enter and save your tweet below [a text box and save button appeared]. This tweet will not go anywhere. It will be private and confidential”. Second, to rule out any effects due to the mere act of tweeting versus tweeting about the relevant content, some participants (n = 23) were assigned to “Please tweet about a completely different topic, namely the day’s weather, now.” Finally, those in the no-tweet control condition (n = 19) were instructed, “Please do not tweet about the information you received or anything else”; participants in this condition had consented not to tweet for the duration of the study. To maintain ecological validity, the audience for the tweets was not manipulated; participants tweeted as they normally would, namely to their own followers. It should be noted that although instructions did not specify how often participants should tweet, with the
exception of one tweet (which was broken up into 3 tweets), participants tweeted only one tweet per day.

After each day’s tweet, participants received a link containing the outcome measures. Upon completion, participants received debriefing, their incentive, and were asked to “unfollow” the study to maintain privacy.

**Measures**

**Pre-measures.** Given neuroticism (DeNeve & Cooper, 1998) and social support (Stroebe & Stroebe, 1996) predict well-being, both were included as potential covariates. Participants completed the neuroticism sub-scale of the NEO Five-Factor Inventory-Short form (e.g., “I see myself as someone who can be tense”; John & Srivastava, 1999). The mean across the eight items was used as the overall score (\( \alpha = .78 \)).

Three sub-scales from the Berlin Social-Support Scale-English (Schulz & Schwarzer, 2003) measured social support: perceived available support (e.g., “There are people who truly like me”), need for support (e.g., “When I am down I need someone who boosts my spirits) and support seeking (e.g., In critical situations, I prefer to ask others for advice”). The mean across all the items was used as the overall score (\( \alpha = .89 \)).

Both questionnaires used the same scale, ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5).

**Manipulation checks.** To ensure sexism was perceived, participants responded to three questions, “How fair are these articles to women”; “How much is the way that these articles depict women, justifiable/legitimate”; and “How sexist are these articles”
on a scale ranging from “not at all” fair/justifiable/sexist (1) to “extremely” fair/justifiable/sexist (5). Using the same scale, a measure of personal relevance was also included, “How much do these messages about women affect you personally.”

**Well-being.** The mood component of subjective well-being (Diener, 1984) was assessed using selected (due to time constraints) mood adjectives from the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule-Expanded Form (Watson & Clark, 1994). Using a scale ranging from “very slightly/not at all” (1) to “extremely” (5), participants indicated to what extent they “feel this way, right now”. The means across each set of adjectives were used as the overall score for happiness (happy, delighted, cheerful, enthusiastic, excited; Alphas > .83) hostility (angry, disgusted, hostile; Alphas > .75) and sadness (sad, distressed, irritable, upset) (Alphas > .78) scores.

Psychological well-being (Ryff & Keyes, 1995) was assessed using the 18 item short form scale (e.g., “I have confidence in my opinions, even if they are contrary to the general consensus”, “I am quite good at managing the many responsibilities of my daily life”). Using a scale ranging from “very slightly/not at all” (1) to “extremely” (5), participants indicated how much “each statement describes yourself, right now”. The average across all items was used for the overall well-being score (Alphas > .80).

**Linguistic Markers.** The words individuals choose to convey their meanings provide information about psychological processes and health and well-being (e.g., Pennebaker & Chung, 2007). As such, linguistic markers were explored as less obtrusive measures of well-being. Tweets about sexism were analyzed using Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (Pennebaker, Chung, Ireland, Gonzales & Booth, 2007), a text analysis program calculating the percentage of total number of words for each word
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category. The categories of interest were chosen based on their associations with well-being. In particular, cognitive processes (i.e., words such as “cause”, “know”, “ought”; see Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010 for a review) and cognitive complexity in language (i.e., words per sentence, exclusive words such as “but”, “without”, “exclude”) indicate individuals are cognitively processing the event, trying to find meaning in the event. Greater use of cognitive words are linked to better health outcomes (Pennebaker, Mayne & Francis, 1997; Rivkin, Gustafson, Weingarten & Chin, 2006; Schwartz & Drofat, 2004). Moreover, the emotion categories consistent with the self-report measures were assessed: sadness, anger and positive emotion.

**Results**

**Manipulation checks**

For sexism to have been successfully portrayed, participants should report scores below the midpoint on fairness and justifiability (perceived unfairness and unjustifiable depictions of women) and above the midpoint on sexism (high perceived sexism). One-sample t-tests showed that all scores were significantly different than the midpoint of the scale (3), $M_{\text{Fairness}} < 1.52$, $SDs < .84$, $t_s(78) > 27.43$, $p_s = .0001$; $M_{\text{Justifiable}} < 1.66$, $SDs < .91$, $t_s(78) > 22.94$, $p_s = .0001$, $M_{\text{sexism}} > 3.92$, $SDs = < 1.03$, $t_s(78) > 8.41$, $p_s = .0001$. Thus, participants perceived all types of sexism to be unfair, unjustifiable, and sexist.

Moreover, given logistical constraints of the study, the types of sexism were not randomized but rather sexism in media, politics and university were presented on day one, two, and three respectively. As such, it was important to ensure that each type was perceived to be equally unfair, unjustifiable, sexist and personally relevant across days
and conditions so that any changes would be attributed to time or condition rather than differences in content. For all measures, there were no differences across conditions, $F_{\text{Fairness}}(3, 75) = .48, p = .70$; $F_{\text{Justifiable}}(3, 75) = .26, p = .86$; $F_{\text{sexism}}(3, 75) = 1.12, p = .31$; $F_{\text{Personal relevance}}(3, 75) = .40, p = .89$; no differences across days, $F_{\text{Fairness}}(2, 74) = 1.06, p = .35$; $F_{\text{Justifiable}}(2, 74) = 1.61, p = .21$; $F_{\text{sexism}}(2, 74) = .27, p = .76$; $F_{\text{Personal relevance}}(2, 74) = 1.79, p = .17$; nor were there significant condition by day interactions, $F_{\text{Fairness}}(6, 148) = 1.24, p = .29$; $F_{\text{Justifiable}}(6, 148) = .43, p = .86$; $F_{\text{sexism}}(6, 148) = 1.71, p = .12$; $F_{\text{Personal relevance}}(6, 148) = .73, p = .63$. Thus, women perceived the content equally across all days and conditions in terms of fairness, justifiability, sexism and personal relevance, suggesting any differences would not be due to differences in content.

**Tweet content**

To explore tweet content in the experimental (public tweet) and private tweet conditions, grounded-theory techniques were used, whereby themes are allowed to emerge from the data (Corbin & Straus, 2008). To develop coding schemas, a research assistant read and summarized the tweets using ‘data-based phrases’ ('in vivo coding), namely words/phrases used by participants themselves, so that data accurately reflect the reality of participants. For example, “I hate gender stereotypes and generalizations. As far as women get, it seems the glass ceiling is always above them” was summarized as “hate stereotypes”, “always glass ceiling”. Then, comparative analysis was used for axial coding whereby phrases are constantly compared to each other for conceptual similarities and differences; phrases that share conceptual similarities are then grouped together to form a category. For example, the two data-based phrases described above (“hate stereotypes”, “always glass ceiling”) are conceptually similar in that they both
describe a problem faced by women. Once the categories had been established, two different research assistants read through the tweets to assign the category codes. The same techniques were used to develop each of three different coding schemas: emotion, collective intent, and consensus mobilization.

Six participants in the private tweet condition and one in the public tweet condition however, ignored instructions to tweet about what they had read and instead tweeted irrelevant information (e.g., “First tweet!”) or incorrect information (“An article from CNN”), thus these tweets were not included in analyses.

**Emotion.** Tweets were assigned one of seven emotion codes that appeared to emerge from the data ($\kappa = .88$, $p = .0001$). Because some tweets included two emotions (26%), this was repeated for a second emotional theme ($\kappa = .91$, $p = .0001$). Three of the identified emotions were anger-based: anger, discontent and sarcasm. 26% of the tweets were coded as angry (“Never knew there was this much sexism in politics! It’s so disturbing! Shocked disgusted”). Discontent (23.3%), although a form of anger, was coded separately as it appeared to involve a lesser degree of anger (e.g., “Women are more than just sex symbols. Cord [the university newspaper] needs better writers”). 8.2% of the tweets were sarcastic (“Administration approves degrading ad, Wilfs tricks-of-the-trade is "sound advice," and female Profs don't exist. I'll take ‘Headlines from 1910' for 800 dollars”).

24.7% were coded as shocked or surprised (“It's shocking how we don't notice this images until someone points it out”). 11% of the tweets were coded as sadness (“Those ads were so disturbing! Makes me sad”). 4.1% of the tweets were coded as content (“Maybe women just need to be a little more lighthearted? Nice legs is a
compliment”). Finally, some tweets (2.7%) were coded as no emotion, as none could be discerned (“In politics, both men and women are subjected to name-calling. It just happens to be easier to target women based on their body image”).

Of the tweets featuring two emotions, the most common combination was surprise and discontent (52.6%).

**Collective intent.** Given the conceptual definition of collective action is that the action shows collective intent (Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Wright, 2009; Van Zomeren & Iyers 2009), tweets were coded as having collective intent if they referred to group status, identity or interests. A code of 1 (collective intent present) or 0 (none present) was given ($\kappa = .80, p = .0001$). For example, tweets with collective intent included: “Women and men should be considered and judged equally based on their ability and education. Its too bad that strong, powerful women are taken down in the media based on their clothing choices”; “It is disgusting how we are oppressed in this century after so many women have made it to the same level as men...so much for equality”; “Politics are so sexist towards women. I though we had gotten over this kind of a thing unfair unimpressed”. The vast majority of tweets (90.4%) referred to women’s issues/experiences/status, implying collective intent. The remaining tweets were coded as having no collective intent because it was unclear whether participants were referring to women in particular (e.g., “politics is something!”; “It seems like our society always puts judgements on people of power even when they do a good job”).

**Consensus Mobilization.** Consensus mobilization appeared to emerge from the data in four ways: naming the problem; criticizing; persuading and suggesting change. Each tweet was coded for each of the four themes; interrater reliabilities for the
four components ($\kappa$) ranged from .80 to 1.0, $ps < .0001$. Tweets received a code of 1 (consensus mobilization present) or 0 (none present).

The most common theme in the tweets was labelled “Naming the problem” (90.4% of the tweets), consistent with most basic component of consensus mobilization, namely identifying the particular state of affairs the collective wants to change. Example tweets included “Ever notice how powerful women are portrayed in a negative light in the media? I care about ideas, not what your wearing” and “It’s disgusting to see people still demean women with words, even worse they don’t think they’ve done anything wrong”.

87.7% of the tweets were labelled as “Criticizing” consistent with another component of consensus mobilization, indicating disapproval of said state of affairs. For example, the above tweets also received the criticizing codes for the phrases, “I care about ideas not what you’re wearing”, and “It’s disgusting”. Most tweets that named the problem also criticized it (80.8%), thereby reflecting the primary goal of consensus mobilization, to inform others that the current state of affairs is unacceptable (Klandermans, 1987). Fewer (6.8%) tweets criticized but did not name the problem: “This is just sad, can’t believe I have a similar university level education as these people”.

52.1% of the tweets were classified as “persuading” (Postmes & Brunsting, 2002) in that they appeared to go a step beyond the tweets that named and criticized only. Instead, women appeared to strengthen their argument that the state of affairs is unacceptable by integrating novel information that did not appear in the presented articles. For example, after reading about how women are treated in politics, one
woman tweeted “Once again, some men are pigs. If you are willing to say that about one woman, are you willing to say that same about your mom if she was in the same position? Show some respect”. Another woman, after reading about media portrayal of women made the effort to find additional documentation of women’s poor treatment, and used a hashtag so that others could find this information: “Do women with power in business need to be viewed as "ice queens" in order to achieve success? #stereotypes http://www.forbes.com/sites/jennagoudreau/2011/10/24/worst-stereotypes-powerful-women-christine-lagarde-hillary-clinton/”. 41.1% of tweets included all of naming, criticizing and persuading.

Finally, consistent with the goal of mobilizing support for change, tweets were coded as “suggesting change” (12.3%) if some action or change was requested or described (e.g., “If we truly want to achieve full equality, then we need to fight, just as women before us did.”). 6.8% of tweets included all four responses. Only a few tweets included re-tweeted information (3.5%).

To test the assumption that tweeting about sexism would be used as a collective action, an overall consensus mobilization score was computed by summing across the four components; scores could range from 0 to 4. The same profile analysis (described below) used for the quantitative data was used to test if tweeters were using consensus mobilization equally across the public and private tweeting conditions, and days. No significant effects were found, Fs < 1.91, ps > .17, indicating that tweeting about sexism was used as a collective action equally so across days, for both public and private tweeters.

Main analyses
The experimental design, a 4(condition) X 3(day) mixed model with repeated measures on the second factor, was tested using a profile analysis (the multivariate approach to repeated measures), because it is robust against unequal sample sizes, provides more power in smaller samples and is recommended when time is the within-subjects variable (Tabachnik & Fidell, 2007). Akin to the univariate mixed model ANOVA, profile analysis provides three tests. The levels test assesses whether there are differences between the groups averaged across time points (i.e. the between-subjects effect); the flatness test assesses whether there are differences across the time points (i.e. the within-subjects effect); the parallelism tests assesses whether changes across the time points differ between groups (i.e. the interaction between the between and within-subjects factors). Tweet condition was the between-groups variable and the within-subjects variables were hostility, sadness, happiness and psychological well-being, each measured three times. Neuroticism and social support were used as potential covariates. Only one covariate effect was significant, namely the effect of neuroticism on hostility, thus it was maintained in that analysis. All other non-significant covariates were removed (Engqvist, 2005).

**Hostility** (see Figure 1). The interaction between condition and neuroticism on hostility was significant, indicating the slope of neuroticism varied between groups $F(2,87) = 3.66, p = .03, \eta^2_p = .04$, power = .66, thus neuroticism was maintained as a covariate. The levels test was not significant, indicating no main effect for condition, $F(3,88) = 2.10, p = .11$. The flatness test, which tests the within-subjects effect for daily hostility, was only marginally significant $F(2,176) = 1.96, p = .06, \eta^2_p = .03$. This was qualified however, by a significant parallelism test, which tests the interaction between
the between and within-subjects factors; changes in hostility varied across conditions, $F(6,176) = 2.85, p = .01, \eta_p^2 = .09, \text{power} = .88$.

Simple effects analysis within groups showed no daily changes within the control conditions, $Fs < 2.41, ps > .72$. There were, however, changes in hostility within the public tweeting condition, $F(2,178) = 5.08, p = .01, \eta_p^2 = .23, \text{power} = .88$, such that public tweeters were less hostile on day 3 than day 1, $F(1,22) = 12.27, p = .002, \eta_p^2 = .36, \text{power} = .92$ and day 2, $F(1,22) = 7.16, p = .014, \eta_p^2 = .25, \text{power} = .73$. There were no differences between the first two days on hostility, $F(1,22) = .12, p = .74$.

Simple effects analysis between groups showed differences on day one, $F(3, 89) = 3.39, p = .02, \eta_p^2 = .10, \text{power} = .75$ and day two, $F(3,89) = 3.02, p = .03, \eta_p^2 = .09, \text{power} = .69$ such that public tweeters were more hostile than all the control groups combined on both day three, $t(89) = -2.55, p = .01$ and day 2, $t(89) = 2.61, p = .01$. By day three, differences in hostility were gone, $F(3, 89) = .88, p = .46$.

**Sadness** (see Figure 2). For sadness, sphericity was violated, thus Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were used. The levels test was not significant, indicating no main effect of condition on sadness, $F(3,89) = 1.14, p = .34$. Although the test of flatness was significant, $F(1.84, 164.10) = 4.71, p = .01, \eta_p^2 = .05, \text{power} = .78$, this within-subjects main effect was qualified by a significant parallelism test, indicating these changes in sadness varied across groups, $F(5.53, 164.10) = 2.78, p = .02, \eta_p^2 = .09, \text{power} = .85$.

Simple effects analyses within groups showed no daily changes within the control groups, $Fs < 3.10, ps > .07$ but there were changes among public tweeters, $F(1.70, 37.38) = 9.49, p = .001, \eta_p^2 = .30, \text{power} = .95$. In particular, public tweeters showed
less sadness on day three compared with both day one, $F(1, 22) = 12.05$, $p = .002$, $\eta^2_p = .35$, power = .91 and day two, $F(1, 22) = 11.43$, $p = .003$, $\eta^2_p = .34$, power = .90. There were no differences in sadness across days one and two, $F(1, 22) = .19$, $p = .67$ among public tweeters. Simple effects analyses between groups showed no significant group differences within either day, $Fs < 2.58$, $ps > .06$.

**Happiness.** Neither the levels, $F(3, 89) = 1.65$, $p = .18$, flatness, $F(1.74, 154.52) = 1.43$, $p = .24$, nor the parallelism test, $F(5.21, 154.52) = .72$, $p = .61$ were significant.

**Psychological well-being** (see Figure 3). Sphericity was violated, thus, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were used. Neither the levels, $F(3, 89) = .60$, $p = .62$, nor the flatness test was significant, $F(1.86, 165.34) = .51$, $p = .59$, indicating no main effects for either condition or daily well-being. The parallelism test was significant, indicating there were changes in daily well-being that varied across groups, $F(5.57, 165.34) = 2.20$, $p = .03$, $\eta^2_p = .09$, power = .87.

Simple effects analyses within groups showed no changes among the control groups, $Fs < .68$, $ps > .51$, but there were changes among public tweeters, $F(1.96, 43.01) = 7.87$, $p = .001$, $\eta^2_p = .26$, power = .94. In particular, public tweeters reported greater well-being on day three than on both day one, $F(1, 22) = 12.97$, $p = .002$, $\eta^2_p = .37$, power = .93 and day two, $F(1, 22) = 8.88$, $p = .01$, $\eta^2_p = .29$, power = .81. There were no changes across the first two days, $F(1, 22) = 1.12$, $p = .30$.

Simple effects analyses between groups showed no significant differences on day 1, $F(3, 89) = .92$, $p = .43$ or day 2, $F(3, 89) = .36$, $p = .79$, but by day three there were significant differences, $F(3, 89) = 3.11$, $p = .03$, $\eta^2_p = .10$, power = .71 such that public
tweeters reported greater well-being than all the control groups combined, \( t(89) = -2.84, p = .006 \)

**Linguistic markers.** Consistent with Pennebaker et al., (1997) the average word use across the three days was calculated. T-tests indicated that public tweeters used more cognitive processing words (\( M = 18.7, SD = 8.75 \)) words per sentence (\( M = 19.29, SD = 6.14 \)) and more exclusive words (\( M = 3.13, SD = 3.18 \)) than private tweeters (\( M_{\text{cognitive processing}} = 12.04, SD = 9.08 \)), \( t(49) = 2.65, p = .01 \), (\( M_{\text{words/sentence}} = 11.74, SD = 11.74 \)), \( t(49) = 3.74, p = .0001 \), \( M_{\text{exclusive}} = 1.34, SD = 2.69 \), \( t(49) = 2.17, p = .03 \) suggesting public tweeters were cognitively processing the information more so, and with greater cognitive complexity than private tweeters.

Consistent with the self-report measure of sadness, public tweeters used fewer sad words (\( M = 0, SD = 1.17 \)) than private tweeters (\( M = 1.17, SD = 2.94 \)), \( t(27) = -2.12, p = .04 \). Although consistent with the self-report measure, the mean difference between public tweeters (\( M = 0.86, SD = 1.75 \)) and private tweeters (\( M = 1.2, SD = 2.75 \)) on anger words appear to be, this difference was not significant, \( t(49) = -.50, p = .62 \), nor was the difference between public (\( M = 4.09, SD = 3.61 \)) and private tweeters (\( M = 4.25, SD = 7.51 \)) on positive emotion words, \( t(49) = -.10, p = .93 \).

**Discussion**

It was argued that using Twitter as a collective action may enhance women’s well-being after being exposed to sexism. Despite receiving no instruction regarding the content of tweets, content analyses confirmed that women asked to tweet about sexism were indeed tweeting in collective ways. Consistent with the definition of collective action (Klandermans, 1987; Wright, 2009), both public and private tweets exhibited
collective intent and attempts to mobilize consensus that sexism is wrong. This is also consistent with the Rejection Identification Model (Branscombe, Schmitt & Harvey, 1999) which shows that recognizing sexism can serve to make the collective salient; given sexism was recognized equally across conditions and time, this finding is reasonable.

Nevertheless, the fact that private tweets also reflected collective action, raises the question of whether a private behaviour can be a collective action without a public audience. Collective action theorists note that collective actions do not require “physical and temporal proximity of members” (Louis, 2009, p. 727) and “can be engaged in by a single individual acting alone” (Wright, 2009, p. 861). As such, private individual behaviours like voting, or gathering information about group status have been used as operational definitions of collective action (e.g., Foster & Matheson, 1995; Louis, 2009). Thus, private tweeters may have exhibited collective action despite not having an audience, perhaps to prepare for future action; this is consistent with process perspectives on collective action which argue that definitions of collective action should include not just the final action but those leading up to it as well (Bowles & Duelli Klein, 1983; Lalonde & Cameron, 1994). At the same time however, it may be unlikely that private collective action would be perceived as effective. Hornsey et al. (2006) showed that endorsing future collective action is less likely among those who perceive the action to be ineffective in influencing the public. Thus, if private tweeters perceived their tweets as ineffective in influencing the public, then it may not be surprising that continuing such action would not increase well-being; instead, having to do so may have been considered a daily hassle. This is consistent with past work showing that not just any
collective action is empowering, but rather it is the collective actions perceived to be effective at advancing the aims of the collective that increase empowerment (Drury et al., 2005) and moderate emotional consequences of collective action participation (Tausch & Becker, 2013).

The other control groups also showed no changes in well-being. Consistent with work showing the benefits of acting versus doing nothing (Becker et al., 2011; Foster, 2014), inaction did not benefit well-being, given the lack of change in the no-tweet control group. Nor did the mere act of tweeting about anything benefit well-being, given the lack of changes for weather tweeters. Finally, there was no significant effect on happiness, this is consistent with Schmitt et al.’s (2014) meta-analysis, showing that discrimination effects on positive affect are weaker than for negative affect.

Instead, consistent with work showing the benefits of public action (Foster, 2013, 2014), tweeting when their followers would read the tweets increased well-being and decreased negative affect. Thus, although private expressive writing is beneficial for improving health after individual traumas (e.g., Pennebaker & Chung, 2007), negative experiences that affect a whole group may require a response that can potentially reach that group in order to reap the well-being benefits. As differences in word usage suggested, public tweeters appeared to have cognitively processed the information to a greater extent than private tweeters. Having to face the consequences when one’s views are put into the public may encourage greater attempts to understand and make meaning of the information. This is consistent with work showing greater self-concept change from public versus private behaviours (Tice, 1992).
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Granted, not all public confrontations under all circumstances will be beneficial. For instance, when confronting in anger, well-being increases over time whereas politely educating a perpetrator decreases well-being (Foster, 2013). Thus, future research should examine the conditions under which public tweeting may and may not be beneficial. For example, it is conceivable that tweeting to one’s followers about work frustrations if those followers include work colleagues may involve negative consequences and as such, may not benefit well-being.

Although tweeting about sexism enhanced psychological well-being and decreased sadness over time, the pattern for hostility differed; public tweeters were more hostile the first two days than control groups, but their hostility declined by the last day. Thus, the question remains whether tweeting made women more hostile initially, an effect that would decrease over time, or whether tweeting gave women the opportunity to express their anger about inequality. Even if tweeting did increase women’s initial hostility, they may not have been experiencing self-directed hostility (which would decrease well-being) but rather, hostility directed at the outgroup. This would be consistent with the study by Becker et al., (2011) showing collective action leads to increased anger directed at the outgroup, and simultaneous self-directed positive affect. As such, the findings in the current study whereby tweeting led to greater hostility initially but also increasing well-being may not be surprising; women may have felt angry with perpetrators of sexism, but felt good about themselves after doing something about it. Thus, future studies will not only need to include baseline and post-tweet measures of hostility but also delineate each in terms of self versus outgroup directed affect.
Future research should also include measures of collective emotions. It could be argued, given the positive relationship between anger and collective action (see Van Zomeren et al., 2008 for a review), that if tweeting about sexism lowers hostility toward the outgroup over time, then it will not be useful in motivating future activism. However, as data supporting the ESIM (Drury & Reicher, 1999) show, there are alternative paths to collective action through positive emotions such as collective pride and joy (Drury, Evripidou & Van Zomeren, in press; Drury et al., 2005; Tausch & Becker, 2013) and initial collective action itself (Becker et al., 2011). Thus, even if tweeting about sexism were to reduce hostility toward the outgroup over time, its positive well-being effects as well as the act having previously tweeted about sexism may motivate future activism.

A limitation of the current study is that the lack of counterbalancing of sexism primes presents an alternative explanation, namely that well-being increased as a function of tweeting about university-specific information, rather than time itself. However, that explanation is less plausible given all three primes were perceived equally in terms of sexism, unfairness, illegitimacy and personal relevance. Thus, given the primes did not differ in content, and moreover, that past research has shown the relationship between confronting sexism and well-being varies over time (Foster, 2013), it may be more reasonable to conclude that in this study, well-being varied as a function of time instead of content.

Moreover, this study did not assess potential moderators. For example, type of sexism affects tendency to confront (Ayres, Friedman & Leaper, 2009) but this study only examined institutional sexism. Whether tweeting about personal experiences of sexism or even other forms of injustice, will also buffer negative health effects of
discrimination remains to be seen. Moreover, identity should be assessed in future work; the Rejection Identification model (e.g., Branscombe, et al., 1999; Schmitt, Branscombe, Kobrynowicz & Owen, 2002) has shown that group identity is also protective of well-being. As such, tweeting about sexism may be especially beneficial among high identifiers. Finally, it is possible that Twitter could also be used in ways that are detrimental to well-being. For example, in this 24/7 information era, the potential for information overload exists. Twitter followers of social movements such as everydaysexism.com receive repeated alerts of women’s everyday experiences with gender discrimination. As passive followers (i.e., where they only read this information), they may be at risk; the more women search out information about sexism, the more despair they feel (Stroebe, Barretto & Ellemers, 2010). The current study suggests however, that if Twitter is used more actively, i.e., tweeting out responses to that information, women may be buffered from the negative effects of repeated exposure.

Despite its limitations however, this study is unique compared to many other Twitter studies have focused only observational/field techniques to assess the content of tweets (e.g., Bae & Lee, 2012; Ritter, Preston & Hernandez, 2013; Tumasjan et al., 2011). In contrast, this study combined the benefits of both experimental and field techniques with the goal of enhancing internal and external validity. As such, the causal impact of tweeting about sexism could be assessed without fully sacrificing how tweeting actually occurs outside the lab. Moreover, given the ubiquitous nature of Twitter, especially for young women (“An exhaustive study, 2012; Tufekci & Wilson, 2012), the results of this study suggest that tweeting about sexism may be an effective
and easily accessible tool for reducing the negative health consequences of gender discrimination (e.g., Pascoe & Smart Richman, 2009).

Although online activism has been criticized as merely “slacktivism”, namely behaviours that have no impact other than to make people feel good about themselves (Mozorov, 2009), such a criticism underestimates the power that positive psychological consequences may have on motivating future collective action. Indeed, the benefit of positive consequences is well-documented; behaviours that are followed by positive consequences are repeated (Skinner, 1971). Similarly, as evidence supporting the ESIM (Drury, et al., in press; Drury et al., 2005; Tausch & Becker, 2013) shows, feeling positive after taking collective action can motivate future action. Although such studies did not explicitly examine online activism, there is evidence that on- and offline activism are related. Both activists and non-activists view both on- and offline actions to be equally effective (Postmes & Brunsting, 2002; Brunsting & Postmes, 2002). Further, online activism predicts offline collective intentions (Brunsting & Postmes, 2002) and offline collective actions (Conroy, Feezell, Guerrero, 2012; Vitak, Zube, Smock, Carr, Ellison & Lampe, 2011). Thus, understanding how people feel after online activism may be an important first step to motivating future and additional forms of collective action.
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